For the quantitative analysis of vulnerability risk in the information system, the paper proposes the non-cooperative and nonzero-sum game model of vulnerability attack-defense, in which the value of vulnerability is evaluated by expected payoffs on the equilibrium. In the paper, with the two operators proposed, the comprehensive connection of the vulnerabilities is calculated through the quantitative analysis of the vulnerabilities connection using attack graph and risk matrix. Then the assessment method of system vulnerability risk is devised through the above vulnerability value and comprehensive connection. Based on the quantitative analysis of the vulnerabilities' own risk and transmission risk, the proposed method comprehensively assesses the global risk of vulnerabilities, whose result can be used to recognize the key vulnerability and improve the effectiveness of system security defense. Finally the model and method proposed in this paper are proved to be valid through an example.
Introduction
In recent years, the manner of attacks against the information system has become diverse and complex. As vulnerability is the primary cause for successful attacks, comprehensive and accurate analysis of vulnerability risk is the key to improve the effectiveness of system security defense [1] . There exist two problems for the assessment of vulnerability risk based on attack graph and risk matrix. One is how to assess the value of vulnerability not considering risk transmission, which also means the assessment of potential loss caused independently by vulnerability. However, the methods proposed in [2] [3] [4] lack the restriction between attacker and defender. In essence, vulnerability is influenced by both attacker and defender. There is close dependence between vulnerability and the policy of attacker and defender. Assessment could not be comprehensive and objective only out of the attacker of defender.
The other problem is how to accurately assess the probability of multi-step attack using risk matrix. Zhou et al. [5] calculated the probability of multi-step attack qualitatively and quantitatively through analytic hierarchy process and attack recurrence method. But it depended on expertise and historical data much more.
For the quantitative analysis of vulnerability risk, the paper proposes an assessment method based on the non-cooperative and nonzero-sum game model of vulnerability attack-defense and risk matrix. The value of vulnerability is evaluated by expected payoffs on the equilibrium. In the paper, with the two operators proposed, the comprehensive connection of the vulnerabilities is calculated through the quantitative analysis of the vulnerabilities connection, based on the quantitative analysis of the vulnerabilities' own risk and transmission risk. Then the comprehensive assessment method of vulnerability risk is devised, through which the global risk of information system caused by vulnerabilities could be calculated precisely. Based on the above, the security administrator manages to recognize the critical vulnerability.
Related Definition Definition 1. Vulnerability connectivity. In the actual attack-defense process, the attacker may use multiple vulnerability nodes to attain the goal. Then we define the probability of using the node i n to penetrate the node j n as vulnerability connectivity (0 1) ij ij pp  . Vulnerability connectivity is closely related to information acquisition of the originating node i n , resource availability and attack complexity of the target node. Referring Common Vulnerability Scoring System to define vulnerability connectivity, information acquisition is referred to Access Vector. Resource availability is referred to Authentication, and attack complexity is referred to Access Complexity. Then the connectivity ij p of the adjacent node between i and j is denoted as
Definition 2. Risk matrix. Supposing VAG consists of several vulnerabilities, we define M as the risk matrix of VAG, whose element indicates the connectivity of the two directly related vulnerabilities. indicates the successful probability of attack policy when attack policy and defense policy is respectively implemented. Attack success rate can be gotten through the analysis of historical data.
Assessment of Vulnerability Risk Based On Risk Matrix
Because of the independence of each other, the value and the connectivity of vulnerability node are used to assess vulnerability risk respectively. Comprehensive connection of any two vulnerabilities, proposed in the paper, indicates the probability of attacking target vulnerability through different attack paths from originating vulnerability node, whose calculation is shown in Figure 1 . As shown in the above, there are 3 paths between node 1 and node 5, and then the three-step connection is ( 
, where 15  implies the total probability of attacking the node 5 from the node 1 via different paths. On the basis of the above analysis, we define connection operator of risk matrix to quantify the connection.
Definition 5. Risk matrix operator (multiplication operator  and addition operator  ). According to the multiplication of matrixes, we define multiplication operator  as follows:
According to the addition of matrixes, we define addition operator  as follows:
From the elaboration of the element in risk matrix M, ij p indicates the connection between the directly related vulnerability node i n and j n . Then the three-step connection can be calculated through the multiplication  of risk matrix M in the following: Firstly the own risk s R is calculated via multiplying risk probability of the vulnerability by the loss caused by risk. For the vulnerability c , there may be several attack paths. Adding all the risk probability of different paths attains the total risk probability of the vulnerability c . According to definition 5, bc  denotes the total probability of attacking the target vulnerability c via the originating vulnerability b . Vulnerability value () wc denotes the probable losses after being attacked. Then we know risk for the target vulnerability c is The total own risk of all the vulnerabilities in information system is denoted by the vector 
Next transmission risk
The total transmission risk of all the vulnerabilities in information system is denoted by the vector
Finally the global risk of all the vulnerabilities is denoted by the vector (1) (1)
Simulation Experimental Analysis
Validity of the method and model proposed in the paper is verified through the topology of network information system as shown in literature [5] . Referring data supported by NVD [5] , we suppose vulnerabilities existing in the hosts of the system as follows.
To analyze the game model and evaluate the value of vulnerability, putting the vulnerability 1(CVE-2006-2918) of firewall as an example, for which attack policy consists of (A 1 ) Heart blood；(A 2 )
Install Trojan；(A 3 ) Apachechunk； (A4) DGTP, and defense policy consists of (D 1 ) Changing directory location；(D 2 ) Stopping TP Service；(D 3 ) Changing port ID；(D 4 ) Restricting iusr_server, we suppose success rate of attack as Table 2 shows. Based on the literature [7] , we get the attack graph in Figure 2 according to formula 1 and CVSS. The severity degree of the above vulnerabilities ranks by n 5 > n 1 > n 3 > n 4 > n 2 . The vulnerability n 5 and n 1 have the significant effect on the network system, based on which risk may cause enormous losses to the network system, so administrator should pay great attention on the two vulnerabilities.
Conclusion
Concerning the quantitative analysis of vulnerability risk, we do the research on vulnerability value, vulnerabilities' own risk, transmission risk and comprehensive risk. The non-cooperative and nonzero-sum game model of vulnerability attack-defense is proposed in the paper. And then the value of vulnerability is evaluated by expected payoffs on the equilibrium. Based on the above, the comprehensive connection of the vulnerabilities is calculated through the quantitative analysis of the vulnerabilities connection with two matrix operators proposed. Then the comprehensive assessment method of vulnerability risk is devised, calculating the global risk of vulnerabilities accurately, which helps the security administrator manages to recognize the critical vulnerability.
